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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Pacific Regional Office of UNIFEM commissioned the study for this report as
part of its activities within its current Women in Politics (WIP) Programme.
The specific objectives of that programme which guide this study are:

1. To assist the development of a more facilitating environment for Fiji women's
political participation.

2. To assess which electoral system would give women candidates a greater
chance ofwinning elections in Fiji.

Information for this study was gathered through interviews, .. questionnaires, focus
group discussions and a literature search both locally and through the Internet.

The literature search revealed useful information about electoral systems throughout
the world and how they affect the participation not only of women but also of other
minority or marginalised groups. The many hundreds of electoral systems in
democracies world wide may be categorised into three main groups - the Plurality
Majority (PM) systems, the Semi Proportional Representation systems, and the
Proportional Representation (PR)' systems. Analysis of these systems shows a
close correlation between PR system and high representation 'of women in elected
parliaments. Additionally, in those countries with over 30% women representation,
the PR system is supplemented by special measures or strategies to encourage the
greater participation of women.

The literature also reveals that in countries with PM systems women's participation is
generally low, voter interest iow, and the rate of wasted Votes often high. Fiji's
electoral system - the Alternate Vote (AV) is a PM system. It was designed to
encourage political parties in' Fiji's diverse society to come together through
negotiations for vote swapping based on issues of common concern. It was hoped
that extremist views would be forced to' gravitate to the middle through such
negotiations. Unfortunately this has not materialised in Fiji's experience during the
last elections under the AV system. "

Prominent persons interviewed' and some members of the public who participated in
focus group discussions were generally agreed that Fiji's electoral system is too
complicated for many voters to understand and particularly for women. Women as
voters were and still are largely influenced by their male family members who are
usually better informed through radio, newspapers and attendance' at relevant
workshops. Many state that the different cultural groups in Fiji still place women in a
lower status than men and this influences the full political participation of women
both as voters and as candidates.

Fiji women have been encouraged to stand as candidates in elections both for the
municipal authorities and for national parliament during the mid to late 1990s and in
2002. Their success has been mixed. For most it has been a difficult experience. In
each case the woman concerned has. had a supportive husband and or family.
Finance has also been a major problem for women candidates.
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saw the benefit to the country of increased political
women. They bril:Jg different values and priorities to decision-making

':Jc;1:M:tit''§~:bi!TdlimEmts and improves the quality of decisions made with men. Despite
+;~:;';?!1j:b&:@rrlJitJ!srit's good intentions and concerted efforts of women's groups themselves,

participation of women remains inadequate compared to their numbers
society.

consensus from discussions held as part of this study, is that there is a need to
reviiew the electoral system and to consider seriously a' change to a PR system.

a change will accelerate the greater political participation not only of-women
of other minority groups in Fiji. It however, may need special strategies to

fa'cilitate the process, as has been the experience in other countries. The system
must be simple and clear for the majority of Fiji's citizens to understand and to
participate meaningfully in it.
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DEVELOPING A.MORE FACILITATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR WOMEN'S.poLlTICAL PARTICIPATION IN FIJI

I. INTRODUCTION

The Pacific Regional Office of UNIFEM commissioned the study for this report as
part of its activities within its. current Women in Politics (WIP) Programme. The
Terms of Reference for this exercise is attached as Appendix 1. The UNIFEM's
Pacific WIP programme recognises the slow progress made by the Pacific island
countries in fulfilling their obligations to the Beijing Platform of Action for which ttiey
had committed acceleration in shared decision-rnakinq between men and women
within their nations. In March 2001 ·sixty women leaders .from 10 Asia Pacific
countries called for a 50:50 gender ratio in parliaments in the region by 2005. Fiji
itself had resolved in its 2002 - 2005 Strategic Plan to increase women's
participation in government to 30% - 50% by 2005. As on December 2004, women
representative in Fiji's Lower House of Parliament was only 7%; in the Upper House
13%; in the upper echelons of the civil service 13% and in statutory bodies,
commissions and advisory committees only 19% (UNIFEM). Despite good intentions,
progress is painfully slow. It is obvious that more aggressive action should be taken
to accelerate the achievement of goals for greater qender equality in decision-

. ". I

making.

This study is an. early activity of the UNIFEM Pacific programme, which has four
main objectives as follows:

1. To assist the development of a more facilitating environment for Fiji women's
political participation.

2. To assess which electoral system would give women candidates a greater
chance of winning elections in Fiji.

3. To assist a broad based lobbying strategy by organised women and their
allies for the recommended electoral reform.

4. To distribute as widely as possible throughout· the region the output of the
research in order to encourage ·other Pacific island countries to conduct
similar research.

This report fulfils objective 2 of the above-listed objectives and is in partial fulfilment
of 'objective 1. Objective 3 will be partially addressed through a workshop at which
this. report is to be presented and discussed. The UNIFEM Pacific Regional Office
will be responsible for addressing objective 4.
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:51:)5 USED FOR THIS STUDY'
~'..'; .
lilj. '.

",.,)bIJjective 2 the study team intervlewed a wide range of key stakeholders
~~)'g6vernment and civil society. A questionnaire was used to guide these.

j"n'ditlalinterviews. This is attached as Appendix 2. Those who could not be
iri'i't~"",u:iw~doffered to fill in the questionnaire at their own time. Additionally several
. 'fdcfIffs'igrbup discussions were organised in order to enable a deeper probing. of
. is~'~~sarnongst 'concerned individuals from different sectors of Fiji's community. A
difj'eient questionnaire was developed to guide these discussions. This is attached
.asAppendix 3.

~i.- _.' .

Elterature review included searches on the Internet and from local sources. These
.Were mostly from the Office of the Supervisor of Elections and the Government
Statistician. .

Given .the brief time available for the study, it was' not possible to 'Visit any centres
'outside Viti Levu. However, a team member solicited th'E') views of women from
outside Viti Levu during a national meeting held in Nadi from15th to 18th November
2004. This study did not attempt to poll or make a nation-wide survey of people's
views. Instead it carefully selected for interviews, key orqanisations and persons
whose experience and knowledge of the subject would contrlbute to a valuable pool
of opinions and' knowledge, to inform the assessment and recommendations.
r.!?garding the creation of a more facilitating environment for political participation of
women in Fiji. A total of 48 organisations were' surveyed and' 70 .individuals
participated in personal interviews and focus group discussions : .'

.•." 'lo'
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IV. BACKGROUND

The world wide movement for gender equality in politics and national decision
making has a long history commencing as far back asmid to late.19th century when
limited suffrage for women was granted in several' European countries (eg Sweden
1868), . Now, well over 100 years later, the UK for example has just over 18%
women in their elected parliament (1) while Sweden has 45.3% (2) - the second
highest rate in the world (3). World wide the average participation rate 'of women in
elected parliaments is 13% while it is 14% in the Asia-Pacific region. In Fiji the
current rate is 7%. To: date the average annual rate of growth of women's
membership of parliaments worldwide is 0.5%. At this rate it has been calculated that
it will take 75 years before the world will attain a 50:50 representation of men and
women in their elected parliaments. (4)

The low average participation rate for women in elected parliaments obscures the
fact that actual representation ranges widely between countries from less than 10%
for some to well over 30% for others. Thisis discussed later in the report where a
summary of women's participation rates in elected parliaments in selected countries
is presented in Table 4. It shows Rwanda heading the list with 48.8% women
followed closely by the Scandinavian/Nordic countries of Sweden (45.3%), Denmark
(38.0%).Finland (37.5%) The Netherlands (39.7%) and Norway (36.4%) (5): .

The.movementforwornen's political rights is usually a feature of a wider movement
forthe Iiberalionand empowerment of minorities, indigenous peoples and other
marginalisedgroups. Thus thecreation of a facilitating environment for the greater
political particfpation either of women or of other such groups may also assist in the
realisation ofincreased political rights for all. The process, in effect contributes to a
greater degree of democracy through widening fair' representation of different
interests il) a society. .

It is important to aggressively promote the' acceleration .of the equal
participation ofwomen in politics and particularly in elected 'legislative bodies
for several reasons as follows: '

• Political rights are a .fundarnental constituent of human rights to which Fiji
along with all UN member nations prescribe. Fiji is also a signatory of the
CEDAW Convention, which it has ratified. This recognises equal political
rights of women along with other rights. As long as women as a group are not
equally represented in political institutions, they are denied their full political
rig~. .

• A democratic system of government, which over 100 countries in the world
have adopted, is based on the ideal of a fair and just representation of all
member groups within a nation including minorities and the marginalised,
such as, women, Since women, make up about 50% of any country it is fair
and just that they have about 50% representation in .bodies that make
important decisions thataffect them. Currently, women make up about 54% of
the world population but form an average of only 13 % of parliaments
worldwide. (4)
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• Having more women. in Parliament has been found to reduce corruption and
increase the quality of decisions made. This .is attributed to the fact that
women usually have different priorities from men and therefore enable a wider
range of concerns to be considered in any debate. This makes for better
decisions. (1) Experience has also shown that women shy away from politics
where they suspect the existence of corruption. Politics is often considered "a
dirty game".

• Experience from different countries shows that increased representation of
women and minority groups in parliament increases the interest of women
arid monitory groups as voters, Voter turnout improves. This makes for more
meaningful democracy. For example in Sweden voter turnout is usually well
over 90% while in countries with lower proportion jof women in elected
positions, such as in USA or UK, voter turnout is often much lower. '

• Representatives on national legislatures are often taken as role models for the
citizens of a country. Therefore having more women in the elected legislature
provides the women citizens a wider range of role models and encourages
more women. to aim for the same political roles, (1)

• Lastly the -Fiji government itself 'had, made the commitment to- increase
women's participation in decision-making as part of the Beijing Platform for
Action which Fiji had endorsed and as 'part of the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals. >,

The relevant clause of the Beijing Platform for Action is as follows:

UnderStrategic Objective. G.1 governments:

Commit themselves' to establishing the goal of gender balance in
governmental bodies and committees, as well as in public administrative
entities and in the judiciary, "including, inter 'alia, setting specific targets and
implementing measures to substantially increase the number of women with a
view to achieving equal representation of women and men, if necessary
through positive action, in all governmental and public administration
positions. -

These include measures to promote gender balance: _i

• through political parties for both elective and, non-elective public
posts;

• in membership ofpolitical parties and trade unions:
• through review and reform ifnecessary of electoral systems;

The relevant Millennium Development Goal is

Goal'3: Promote gender equality and empower"women.
Target - Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary
education preferably by 2005 and to all levels of education no
later than 2015.

J()
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One of the indicators of Goal 3 is the "proportion of seats held by
women in national parliament. ss



V. THE ROLE OF ELECTORAL SYSTEMS
r>.

While an electoral system is developed to meet the political needs of a country, it
can in itself also directly influence important political features of a nation. These
include for example the number and platforms of political parties that survive, the
representation of different sections of the population in elected bodies and
participation of the populace in elections.

V.1. DESIGN'

Designing an electoral system has proved to be an important socio-political
engineering tool. The hundreds of electoral systems and their many permutations
and combinations in use throughout the world are products of designs by
constitutional and political experts to meet specific needs of governance in each
situation.' The latter vary of course from local school committees to municipal and
district authorities to national governments and to international institutions. In each
situation the goal is to make the decision making body as representative as possible
of the stakeholders involved in a fair and just way. This has to ensure that .the
interests of small groups are not neglected and that larger groups are represented in
a manner proportional to the number of votes they receive .

. Despite their multiplicity, electoral systems may be grouped into only three main
categories and 10 sub-categories' as summarised in Table 1 below. A brief
explanation of each category is provided in Appendix 5 for readers unfarniliar with
the different types of electoral systems. '

TABLE 1

THE MAJOR CATEGORIES AND SUB-CATEGORIES OF ELECTORAL SYSTEMS
CURRENTLY US.ED IN THE WORLD.

,
•

CATEGORY
Plurality -majority

Semi-Proportional

Proportional'

Source: www.aceproject.org

SUB-CATEGORY I
I First PastThe Post (FPTP)

, I BlockVote (BV)
Alternative Vote (AV).

I Parallel Systems
I Limited Vote (LV) ,

Sincie Non-Transferable Vote (SNTV) .
List PR
Mixed Member Proportional (MMP)
Slncle Transferable Vote (STV)

All of the 212 parliamentary electoral systems recognised throughout the world, may
be categorised as above.

In designing an electoral system for a democratic nation, the most important needs
that should be taken into account include-

• Proportlorrallty - The number of representatives of any group or political party
in parliament should be proportional to the number of votes they receive.
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increased proportionality increases the possibility of fairer representation of
women and.minority groups in elected bodies.

o Geographic accountability - Each representative should have close contact
and understanding of the geographic constituency slhe represents. This
facilitates the consideration of localised issues that may be lost at national
level.

o Inclusiveness - Parliament as the .supreme legislative body should include
the range of interests within a nation, so that even small minority groups are
not left out. This is the mandate for fair representation of both women and
minority groups.

• Government efficiency - The governing party or coalition should be stronq
enough in numbers for efficient decision-making and governance.

o Voter choice - Voters should have the choice available for removal and
replacement of discredited leaders.

The different electoral systems meet the above-mentioned needs to different
extents. Before considering any reforms to Fiji's electoral system to facilitate
greater participation of women, it is best to look at the role that different
categories of electoral systems play in meeting the needs itemised above
especially with respect to women's and minority participation.

V.2. NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

l.) Proportionality

Proportionality is an ·important condition for meaningf.ul democracy. Through it the
voice of the majority is reflected fairly but without the neglect of the minority.
Proportionality is a major reason for the design of Proportional Representation
(PR) and Semi-Proportional electoral systems. PR systems try to waste as few
votes as possible. In a system where the one with the most number of votes
wins, .this could mean that the votes of all those who voted for the rest of the
candidates are wasted, They could be the majority of the population. For example
in a constituency with 5 candidates, it is possible for the winning candidate to
collect just 30% of the total votes because all the others received less than that
each. However, the 70% of the votes that did not go to the winner were wasted.
The PR system gives people more chances of having winning candidates as
each voter may vote for two or more persons.

Proportionality is more difficult to achieve in Plurality Majority systems (PM). Fiji
has had two "electoral systems since independence. The first was what is known
as First Past The Post (FPTP). The Alternative Vote (AV) replaced it. Both are
Plurality - Majority Systems (PM). in the FPTP system a single member winning
the largest number of votes and not necessarily the majority of votes,. becomes
the representative oftlie constituency. While the FPTP system and most PM
systems result in representation of larger groups or parties it tends to keep out
minority groups and women. For instance, some of the older democracies in the
worlq that use such systems regularly have less than 20% representation of
women. These include UK (18.1%) and France (12%) for example. Research
shows that between 1945 and 1993 women's rate of representation regularly

13



increased by a larger percentage in nations witQPR systems than in those with
some form of PM electoral systems. By 1993 the former had averaged 20.16%
while the latter 9.47% (6).

·It should be noted that of the 15 countries listed in Table 1 with the highest
proportion of women in national parliaments, all of them except 2, use
proportional electoral systems. The two are Cuba where social organisations
represented in parliament include those of women, and Germany that has a
Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) Representation System. The German system
is a mix of PR and PM systems. It is notable that in Germany the PR system gets
a higher proportion of women into the elected assembly than the PM system. (3)

Additionally, there is almost universal agreement amongst electoral specialists
that the crucial factor in determining that the proportion of votes cast is reflected·
in the proportion of seats won is the "district magnitude". This refers to the
number of seats to be won in each constituency and therefore the number of
votes' each voter has to make. Analysis of electoral systems worldwide indicate
that the greater the number of seats, or district magnitude, the better the chance
of proportionality and the greater the chance for women candidates.

A system with two or more seats per district is conducive. to increased political
participation. of women'. Where only one seat is being contested it is more likely
that the party will choose a male as a safe candidate. Most ofthose in selection
committees of political parties are men. They wili be sensitive to prevailing social
attitudes tliat favour men in positions of power. 'In a situation where two 'Of more
seats are to be won.. party selectors are then. more likely to take the risk of
placing women, particularly with little experience, as additional candidates.

Another drawback of larger district magnitudes is that although it enables very
small parties to be represented, the possioility increases that parliament may
become' dominated by small minority interests. TNs· is a reason that most
countries introduce "thresholds". These represent the minimum level of support,
either legislated or otherwise, that a party needs in order to gain representation.
Careful consideration must be taken of these factors when designing electoral
systems.

ii) Geographic Accountability

Accountability of the representative to those who voted her/him in is another
important aspect of democratic governance that an electoral system design has
to take account of. While increased district magnitude increases proportionality
and the chances of women, this often means greater geographic size as well. A
drawback of larger district size is that the representative may therefore be not as

. familiar or close to the constituency s/he represents. It appears that optimum
numbers for district magnitude are between 3 and 7 with odd numbers being
better than even numbers '

The advantage' of single member districts is that they are usually small
geograpliically and facilitate close contact between each 'representative and

- her/his constituency. But single member district systems tend to reduce the

14
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chances of women's participation as candidates and representatives as already
explained under 1 above while large multi-member districts increase women's
chances but tends to reduce closeness of a representative from the electorate.

..

Depending on the priority need, designers may decide that weaker geographic
accountability would be a risk worth taking if well calculated, in order to achieve
greater proportionality and increased representation of women and minority
groups. In the Netherlands for example, the whole country is but a single district
so that it risks weaker geographic accountability. However, it ranks 4th in Europe
and 5th in the world in terms of women's participation in elected parliaments with
36.7% women representatives.

iii) Inclusiveness

Inclusiveness is very important in highly heterogenous societies such as in Fiji
where we have many ethnic group's, religious groups, and a range of social
interest groups. Inclusiveness is also particularly important where democracies
are not yet well consolidated. Different countries have made special provisions in
their electoral systems to address the issue of inclusiveness. These include for
example, communal voting,' reserved seats for special interest groups and
ethnically mandated blockvoting..

.' "'. " Systems adopted to address inclusiveness include List PR, AV,' and Single
',-- . Transferable Vote (STV). These are designed to encourage power sharing,

amongst parties .through grand coalitions, and to force different groups to work
together and accommodate fringe issues in their broader policies,

The List PR system maximises proportionality and is used for such in several
, European couhtries including Belgium, Netherlands andSwitzerland. Fiji has now

adopted the AV system, which is not as strong in achieving proportionality, but is
designed with incentives for accommodation - forcing parties' to work together.
AV is also used in Australia. The STV attempts to combine the proportionality
benefits of the· PR system with the advantage of accommodation that the AV
system provides. It is used successfully in Ireland, Malta and more recently in
Northern Ireland.

iv) Government Efficiency

Forcing parties to work together in grand coalitions can only be carried to a
limited extent as too many parties in a coalition may increase instability of the
government and therefore affect government efficiency. Further, even if parties in
a coalition stick together long enough, differences in policies may require
constant internal negotiations over decisions resulting in time consuming
processes that slow down government action.

v) Voter Choice

The designers of an electoral system need also to take account of the fact that'
the representative is accountable to his/her constituency, which therefore has the



right to replace him/her for unsatisfactory representation orserious misconduct or
offence. This should include provisions for constituency visits. as well 'as
opportunities for by-elections for example.

-'.
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VI. THE SPECIFIC NEED FOR FAIR REPRESENTATION OF
WOMEN

- Analysis of parliaments worldwide has shown six main important factors influencing
the representation of women in democratic nations. These are as follows: .

• The electoralsystem used.
As already described in this report, the electoral system of a country is usually
designed to meet certain' criteria for political representation. In terms of
representation of women research has shown a strong correlation between the
participation of women and the electoral system in place and that the PR system
clearly favours greater female representation..

• The use of legal strategies for affirmative action
Representation of women in parliaments may be legislated for to accelerate
women's participation. In some countries, a quota of seats is reserved in
parliament. In other cases, political parties are required to present a certain quota
of women candidates. .

• The process of recruitment within parties
In many countries that have progressed further than most towards' gender

·balance in political representation, the recruitment of women into parties as
.zcancioates is very important. Most of these have set quotas for women
·candidates in elections.

• The formal and informal rules and the organisation
While formal rules of the organisation be it Trade Unions or Political Parties, may
encourage women's participation, the implementation of such rules is important.
This is often dependent on the informal rules of the organisation that for example,
sets meeting times during hours not suitable for housewives/mothers or choosing
public restaurants as meeting 'venues which then excludes women due to culture
etc. On the other hand where formal rules are unfriendly to women, the

·organization's leadership may be sensitive to women's difficulties and set
informal rules that encourage women.

• The district magnitude
The influence that the district magnitude has on the chances of women has
already been discussed.

• The threshold for representation.
The smaller the threshold for representation, the more the chances for small
parties and minority groups, the more also the chances for women to be elected.

17



VII. WOMEN'S CURRENT PARTICIPATION IN POLITICS IN FIJI

VII.1 STATUS

Women's participation in politics in postcolonial Fiji has never been strong. The first
Alliance government that ran the country after independence had only one woman
member. The largest number of women parliamentarians was voted in through the'
1999 elections when 7 women won seats in parliament. The.elections that followed
the 2000 coup saw a drop in women candidates and in women representatives. One
of the reasons being that women were intimidated by the capture of the governing
party in the 2000 coup and felt less secure about standing for public office thereafter.

,4:
Since the early 1980's women in Fiji have recognised the "need. to address their
situation of disadvantage ih many areas of development including education,
employment,. access to social services and in participation indecision-rnakinq at all
levels. Fortunately successive governments have been sympathetic. They worked
with other world governments on a series of agreements embodied in conventions
such as CEDAW and platforms for action such as the Beijing Platform for Action, to
commit themselves to set targets for improving gender differences in their nations.'
One of these is. the commitment made by the Fiji government to increase the
participation of wornenln decision-making to 30 -50% levels by 2005. Unfortunately,
as at March 2004 the level of participation of women in decision-making positions
ranged from only 7%' to 29%. .The lowest level of participation of 7%· is in the
national decision-making body of parliament. 1,

Apart from the civil service, the civil society organisations, including the trade unions
and private sector as well as political parties, are important areas for leadership
training for both men and women. The fuller participation of women in leadership
position in these sectors will not only serve to train them for local or national
government leadership but also create supportive environment for women in elected
government positions..

The survey for this report looked at decision-making positions in 45 organisations of
which 17 were women's organisations. The percentage of women in decision-making
positions within these is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2: PERCENTAGE WOMEN IN DECISION-MAKING POSITIONS IN
ORGNISATIONS SURVEYED
%women in Political Government Women's Other civil i
decision- parties bodies organisations society I
making organisations

I
0-10% 1 4 1 !
11- 20% 2 3
21- 30% 3 3 I
31- 50% 7 I

Over 50% 1 1 18 1
Total surveyed 7 5 18 15 !

18
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The table shows, that as to be expected, women's only organisations are run almost
exclusively by women. Although these provide good training ground for women, the
lack of interaction with men may hinder them from venturing confidently to leadership
positions in mixed' organisations. For the other organisations only 10 or 37% have
over 30% women representation while more -17 or 63% are still very much
dominated by men.

It is of interest to note that when organisations have policies for gender. equity in
decision-making, there is some attempt to obtain some gender balance - even if half
hearted in some cases. When there is no policy, the achievement of gender balance
appears to be dependent on the sensitivity of the persons in charge. For example of
the 27 non-women organisations surveyed, 10 stated that they had some policy in
place while the rest did not. The average participation of women in those with
policies was 32% while in those without policies it was 21%. However, a third of
those without a policy had over 30% participation of women in decision-making
positions. These latter organisations were all headed by men who were highly
sympathetic to gender equality and to social equity issues in general. This little
exercise illustrates the fact that not only must a facilitating environment be created

, but the people who have to function in that environment must also be sensitised if
the political participation of women is to be accelerated.

VI1.2 CONSTRAINTS TO PROGRESS

ThefJ;',are several important constraining factors that influence the participation of
'.women in politics and decision-rnakinq in Fiji. Those identified by the persons and

, .

organisations, surveyed for this study 'are discussed here. Some of them are
endemic and will take much effort and time to address, Others could be dealt with'
relatively more easily and quickly, The factors identified are of two main categories,
There are. factors associated 'with the character ornature of women and 'men
themselves and the others are associated with the environment in which thernen
and women function, '

i) THE CHARACTER/NATURE OF WOMEN THEMSELVES

Frequently in answer to questions on constraining factors the nature of women
themselves were itemised as constraining factors. These included the following:

Women lack confidence; they are not willing to take leadership; they are
happy to support while men take leadership; they need encouragement;
lack enthusiasm; bored with politics; they are not interested in the
issues; they are conservative; they are quiet in meetings; reluctant to
speak in public; tend to shy away from local government and from
politics; tend to be content with their given situation.,

All of the above-mentioned traits attributed to women in Fiji are products of their
socialisation within their cultural environment. It is therefore vital that the important
influencing features of that environment be examined to identify how best to address
the issue of increased political participation of women.
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ii) THE CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

Three main features of the cultural environment were identified as influencing the
situation and the political participation of women in Fiji. These were the socio
economic environment, the existing political structures and the electoral system
itself.

(a) SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT.

The socio-economic environment factors repeatedly identified were culture and
tradition. These are endemic factors that need to be resolutely but sensitively
addressed.. Those surveyed frequently stated cultural beliefs as being important
factors in hindering women's participation. These beliefs underlie altitudes of both
men and women that therefore undergird women's hesitancy to take up leadership or
even be interested in politics and the general acceptance by both men and women
that politics is the domain of men. There was general agreement that culture and
tradition are deterrents to women's full participation in some form of decision-making
structure - be it in the home, the office, and the church or in parliament. The
influence of these two factors is not unique to Fiji.· World wide, cultural values and
traditional practices have kept Women in submissive roles of home makers,
caregivers, domestic service providers.' while men have generally been in more
dominant roles of household heads and decision-makers, community leaders, and
national legislators. World wide too just as in Fiji, the great religions of humankind
have to varyinq vdeprees elevated' masculinity and' power while downg radinq
femininity and compassion. The deeply ingrained values and beliefs gained from
culture and traditions as well as religions, influence the 'way men and women interact
in the home and the community. 'They also influence the way women. and men
perceive of themselves and their attitudes toward each other. In Fiji. the common
attitude is that women are of a lower status than men and therefore should not be in
leadership or decision-making positions.

In some of the organisation surveyed, women have taken important leadership
roles such as the presidency of a trade union, the general secretary of a
political party, or the chair of a local government committee. Such women
have continued to carry. their roles as housewives and as well as
breadwinners. They are a minority in their situation because women do find it
difficult to deal with the demands of the different roles on their time and
energy. Political leadership is. not only time consuming it can also be
psychologically demanding. Several respondents in the survey noted that
women politicians in both local and national government constantly face
abusive and demeaning treatment from their male counterparts. They are often
not taken seriously when they address the elected bodies on which they sit.

Traditional roles of women in all the cultural groups that were surveyed relegate
them to a lower status than men in their homes and society. They are not expected
to make independent decisions on important matters. Hence during voting time many
women, 'particularly rural women, vote as their husbands, fathers or sons direct them
to.
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The social responsibility of most women as housewives and carers of families was
commonly identified as a deterrent to their political participation as voters, as
members of political parties, and as candidates for elections to either local or
national government. Economically most women struggle to keep the family fed,
clothed and have basic needs met. Many have to become wage earners of seek
independent income to supplement their spouse's income. An increasing number are
becoming sale breadwinners for their families. Several respondents state that
women are too busy with such responsibilities to pay attention to politics. Some are
said to be bored with the process as they are not expected to be interested and
involved anyway.

As voters women are constrained to attend by their family responsibilities. As
independent voters they are usually inhibited by their culture. These reasons were
-evident in the responses received to this question during this survey. Because of
family responsibilities respondents argued women therefore:

• Had little time to attend meetings and be informed of political issues or
even of the workings of the national electoral system.

• Became depend on the menfolk to provide them with the necessary
information.

• Have little time to spend in long queues at pollinq stations to vote or
even to travel/orig distances to those stations.

Other reasons given were that:

• .Many .women, especially older and rural women have less· education
than most and find the voting system confusing and difficult. This puts
them off voting. .

• Many women a/so find it difficult to check registration lists as these are
not made easily accessible and therefore lose enthusiasm for voting. .

.• Because of their economic 'situation, many women - particularly rural
women find travelling to the polling station too expensive. This is
especially when voting may require repeat trips due to slow processing
at the polls. .

e : Some religious organisations do not allow their followers ( both men
and women) to .vote during elections. This particular constraint is
recognised in the Fiji Electoral Act.

Many of the reasons identified' as constraining women from voting
independently are also the reasons given to explain why they hesitate in
joining political .parties. These are the cultural beliefs and traditional
practices that influence their status in the family arid society. Additional
reasons are to do with the way the parties themselves are run. These
include the following:

• Women's involvement in political parties is' usually with catering,
secretarial-and menial -services. Capable women would not be
attracted to such roles-and parties do not make special efforts to recruit
capable women members.
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• Political parties are. male dominated and their activities/engagements
are not planned to take care of women's time needs.

• Women's voices are stifled within the party as men see them as
inferior.

• To join political parties women. need supportive husbands and families.
• Cultural biases and intolerance within parties result in women being

sidelined or pushed back when they try to contribute to party decisions.
• Women may have to face abusive behaviour and will be expected to

tow the party line. .
• Adapting to male dominated forum and structure within the party may

be difficult for some women to take as party manifestos may not
necessarily be supportive of women and their issues,,

In effect political parties in general do not provide a 'friendly or conducive
environment for women to join.

As Table 2 shows, the majority of the main political parties in Fiji have less than 30%
women .in decision.-making positions. There is only one with more has 60% women.
That party has both a facilitating constitution and a sympathetic male party president.

Given encouragement, Fiji women have demonstrated that they are capable and
willing to stand as candidates for elections both at local and at national government"
levels. This was well illustrated in 1996 and 1999 when as a result of the Women in
Politics (WIP) project of the Nation.al Council of Women (NCW), a significant number
of women stood for elections. In 1996 a total of 30 women stood for locai
government elections of whom 13 gained representation. This was an increase from
7 successful candidates of 21 that contested in 1993. The winning rate thus
increased from.33% winning in 1993 to 43% successful candidates 1996.

Encouraged by the local government results in 1996, more Fiji women put
themselves up as' candidates for the 1999 elections. This· resulted in an
unprecedented number of women in parliament as 7 women won representation
giving a 9.8% female membership of parliament. In the same year women members
of local coun.cils also increased so that they formed 14% of total councillors in the
country:.

Unfortunately the coup of 2000 saw parliamentarians including women taken
hostages. This has been given as one of the reasons that women have become
unwilling to offer their candidature for public elections, as security is an issue. By the
2002 elections the winning rate for women standing in local elections had dropped to
25% as of 36 women who stood only 9 gained representation. What is interesting
though is to find whether the voters were biased against women. Table 3 is a
summary of the 2004 local government elections as gazetted by the Fiji Government
in November of that year. This presents the percentage women candidates and the
percentage women winners. It shows a overall a decrease from 10.8% women as
candidates. to 7.5% women as winners. The converse is that the men formed 89.2 %
of candidates and 92.5% of the winners. The table also shows the voteT turnout,
which was onaverag.e a low 56.1% but ranging from 23.3% for Suva to 85% for
Tavua. Such a low voter turnout as in Suva should be of concern and could offer an
opportunity for women voters to mobilise next time and make a difference.
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TABLE 3:
RESULTS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS IN 2002

Source..Extracted from FIJI Government Gazette Vol 2 No. 73 Nov. 2002

Municipality Total % women Total _% winning IVoter.
candidates candidates seats won women turnout %

Savusavu 43 14% 9 \0% 76.3%
Lautoka 46 22 15 20 30.5 .
Lami 25 16 12 25 54.0
Nausori 7 0 6 0 !54.4
Suva 55 f 11 20 5 23.3 I

Siqatoka 30 13 12 0 70.4 I
Nadi 30 17 10 10 ,58.1 I
Tavua 18 5 19 0 85

,
I

Ba 45 9 15 7 77.4 .

Labasa 35 3 12 0 . 31.2
Overall 334 10.8% 120 7.5% 56.1%

(men (men I89.2%) 92.5%)
...

Other reasons given as constrain,ing women from offering candidature for political
elections include the following:

.......-
. ,,:;;1\.'N'-:. .
7tCuiture and traditional values still very strong and hinder women; male
~- ".
. :dominance in policy making;' no time and boredom with the process;
.women candidates are a minority and are ridiculed - not taken
':,seriously; women lack savvy. for political intrigues, game plans and
political strategising; politics is seen as a dirty game and puts off
women; differences in views are often personalised and debates not on
issues; women se.en as soft and, therefore not leadership material;
women do not get enough support from their parties, from other women
and men; women lack finance and' human resource support for
campaigning; political parties need to be gender sensitlsed: some rural
women are very capable but lack fluency in English and therefore
hesitate to stand.

(b) POLITICAL STRUCTURES

A second. important component of the cultural environment that affects women's
political participation is the political structures within the political landscape of a
country. In Fiji this includes both traditional and modern political structures.

Traditional structures
Both the major cultural groups in Fiji - the indigenous Fijians and the Indo-Fjjians,
have political structures based on traditional groupings. These traditional groupings
have been strengthened by the communal system of voting in Fiji that requires voting
along racial lines. . .
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BOX 1

Profile of a Woman Candidate

! Esita (not her real name) an indiqenous Fijian stood in an ~pen seat on'rer'p~rty ticket'i'~ [he 2001
general elections. She did not win her seat. . . ':

Constraints:
Initially the disapproval of her husband, for protective reasons.
is needed for an effective campaign.

For the .indigenous Fijians, it is the traditional system of leadership centred on
servitude to chiefs that continues to influence the nature of political participation of
indigenous men and women. This system makes it more acceptable for chiefly
women to participate in politics while it is doubly difficult for commoner women. In
one of the focus group discussions for example, a group of young women, stated
that they supported their current parliamentary representative because she is their
chief and takes part iri activities for their province. However, they were strongly of the
opinion that women should not participate in politics for the reason that the bible
dictates that a woman should submit to her husband. Her place is in the home
serving the family. When 'in a position of leadership she is likely to usurp her
husband's dominance in the horne. The greater acceptance of women chiefs' is not
rare. Another political party recruited a woman candidate precisely because of her
chiefly status in her constituency. Box 1 relates the case of such a woman
candidate. Where parties seek women candidates because of their birth rather than
their capability, it is possible that selected women candidates are otherwise less
qualified than most. The opportunity to enable high quality women candidates to
surface is foregone.

I
!

I
I

Esita who holds a secular job was approached by her relatives, chiefs from the surrounding provinces. i
to stand for elections.. Her husband was reluctant in allowing her to stand to protect her and the I
family from the character assassination associated with local politics. However after being I
traditionally approached by the relatives, her husband relented, seeing that Esitawlll be working with I
family members. . '. . .. .' I

. !
When asked whether she faced any difficulties from the men within the party ranks, Esita said she
had no difficulty and found the men to be very supportive of the women candidates. In her opinion,
'the men respect the women because they have good jobs and have a good education. On asked if
women party members without the benefit of a good job or a good education would have been just as I
respected - the answer was maybe not. While she and her fellow women candidates were not I
expected to perform tasks like preparing tea etc, as is usually expected of women, the task of I
performing those chores fell on the women party supporters, who did not mind that role. I

I
Party Background: . . . I
The party is a vanua' based party, whose membership comprised of chiefs from a certain province In '

Fiji. The party was therefore grounded in the cultural traditions associated with the Fijian custom. I
These included amongst other things the upholding of the ranking of individuals depending on ones ,
clans status in the village and province. It also included the traditional role of women as caregivers !
and supporters rather than leaders. Although women of chiefly rank have been known to lead the
province in recent years.

Secondly, funding constraintrs. which .

- I. ,
Encouraging Factors: I
The party members were very supportive and sought her out to stand on the party. ticket. Her I
husband and family were also very SUpportive, once her husband agreed to her standing for elect!ons. ;
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Lessons Learnt: I

Titled women or women connected to titled men could use that I
avenue to pursue a political career. Their title or family connection
affords them the respect that will enable them to speak in public or I
within a party dominated by men and be listened to. In a still very I
traditionally rooted society, it is difficult for women of common
birth to speak in public and be accepted by men and sadly even by
the women, particularly when standing in communal seats. . I

In the Indo-Fijian community traditional divisions also exist that influence the nature
of political.participation of both men and women within the community. These are·
based on religion· and on ancestral origins in lndla.: Broadly, people of Southern
Indian origin affiliate separately from people of Northern Indian origins, while
Muslims tend to keep themselves separate from Hindus. Communal voting has
helped entrenched these divisions. Given the dominance of men in these groupings,
all the 'constraining traditional attitudes already itemised in this report strongly apply
and hinder the full political participation of Indo-Fijian women. Respondents to this
survey for example state that Indo-Fijian women of a particular group. are
discouraged from voting and political involvement while in another group, women are
considered inferior and unable totake poiiticalleadership. Therefore if they do stand
they'~dO:not·receive enough, if any support from their male dominated political
parties. . ..

Modern,structures
The modern political structure in Fiji can be used to facilitate the increased political
participation of women in the' nation. These structures include the following:

-Indigenous Fijian administrative system of village, tikina and provincial
councils.

- Development administrative system of District Advisory Councils
- Local government system of municipal councils
- Political parties
- Trade unions and other political advocacy groups such as CCF, ECREA,

NCW, FWRM
• National parliamentary system
• The national constitution and associated legislations.

In recent years women's participation in some of the above-listed bodies has
increased. However, the proportion of women members in all of them remains below
20%. Women membership of the major political bodies in the country is shown in
Table 4 below.
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TABLE 4.
PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN MAJOR POLITICAL BODIES IN FIJI
- As at March 2004
Body Male Female Total % Female I

members members I

Parliamerit 66 5 71 '7 I
Senate 27 4 31 13 i
Municipal

! 126 icouncils 108 18 , 14
,TOTAL 201 27 228 12 ,

Source: Bureau of Statistics

Modern political structures provide more promising avenues-tor increasing, political
participation of women in ,Fiji, as they are not as strongly, linked to .traditional
structures associated with the different cultural groups. For F,ijian women provincial
councils, ,are a potential avenue for building experience' and confidence.
Unfortunately, current membership of provincial councils is dominated by 'men
except for Lau where women are well represented because of a directive from the
'late Tui Lau.tverbal comm. Director of Women). '

For women generally, the municipal councils would be a good avenue for political
leadership. Interest in this avenue has increased but is not sufficient to make a
significant difference in gender composition of councils. The constraining factors
itemised In this report are still very strong an'(j prevent many, women-from standing
'as candidates. The few women that do so have to bravely face challenges to their
rights in political leadership positions.' The experience of a woman councillor
presented in Box 2 is illustrative:

Theparticipation of women in political parties, trade unions and advocacy bodies 'has
been discussed already. While these have the potential to facilitate the increased
political participation of women, few of them - apart from the all women bodies 
have actively encouraged women's participation. Most political parties are still male
dominated with prevailing negative attitudes towards sharing leadership roles with
women. The general attitude has been to accept that women are constrained by the
factors described a forehand and carry on as usual.

, ,

( c) ELECTORAL SYSTEM

As already stated earlier in this report, the electoral system of-a country can be an
important factor in either constraining or in facilitating the political participation of
women. Many countries around the world have designed their electoral systems to
encourage women's political participation and to facilitate representation of minority
groups. An analysis of women's representation in elected parliaments world wide (7)
showed a close correlation between proportional representation or PR system and
increased participatlonof women. In Western Europe for example, all the countries
with more that 20% women representation in parliament have adopted the PR
system." Only two countries in Europe still have the plurality-majority or PM system.
These are the UK and France. They rank 13th and 14th amongst the 15 European
countries in the rate of women's representation. Worldwide the same analysis
showed that all of the countries with 29% or more women representation in elected
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TABLE 5:
METHOD OF VOTING IN TWELVE COUNTRIES WITH 29% OR MORE WOMEN
REPRESENTATION IN THE LOWER OR SINGLE HOUSE IN JANUARY 2004
- -'~·--·r··---~··~-;·-~--"··-·~-~r:~-·-·--·-·----·-·'···· --_.'--""'.'- _ _..,.' .- _.. . ..
:Order :Country . j% women jAffirmative action iElectoral System

. 'elected i ., .

~.

[1~"-- fRwanda-- ... --48~8-·--rCegalqucitiZipperstyie 2'4 seatsior .Proportiona! Representation.
1 ,iwomen in ·Nationai Assembly .

- .._- ----_._--- ,-------- ---_._~------ --- - -_. .. --". ----"
,...2 :Sweden i45.3 :Party Quota -zipper style. Parties iMlxed Proportional

jguarantee 40% women candidates. 'Representation (Closed
. : ;listS)
J-----.---------.--.---r.:-:-...-----.----------- -. ----._--.--- "-'- -_.
:3 IDenmark 138.0 jParty quotas zipper style. Parties [Proportional Representation;
;. . i jguarantee 40% women candidates. l(Closed list)

. IQuotas abandoned.
• J ".

'4'" -'iFln'land----:37~5--: Party qootas zipper stY~'gu;ra~tees iProportio~~1 R~pr~ser1tation.
" '!40% of each sex represented in j(List -preferential)

!membership of decision-making'
I . :
,bodies.

-Repres, ,

. Repres.

· j
· .j

110

,.

\5 -- .-. fNelheriands-[36.7--·--·: Party-quo'tas'-zipperstyle ----50%·:p~opcirti(;;;aIRepresentation.
, . : [established by the Labour Party. ,(list- preferential)
...,········-···t •..__ .. ._. .H.'__ r-- ....--------.----.---... --- ~.--_.--,.. - .. - --._ .... '.- . - .'-' .. '.

(6 [Norway 136.4 iParty quotas zipper style adopted byProportional representation
!! i . iPoiitical parties.· i(List-Preferential)
!i--)Cuba 136.0 INA ·------:Oirect\;;C;iir;g:::..·-Absoi~ie

! . . _ ,majority. .

;'8--. ·..'r..;~.,.•~,~...,:lgiUm :35.3 iLegal quotas zipper styIe.'2oo2first:PrcipC;rtio;;al·Represe~tatlon·:
_. . ielection to which the. law applies ail ,(List-preferential)

[three ·top positions ' in a party's list:
'cannot be of same sex. Applies to top:
itwo positions in SUbsequent elections. :

i9";costaRica--' '36~i5'--- rLegai~q--uota:-Co;;slitUtion guarani;:';; ;Proportional Representation:
, !40% women. ,(List)·

·;Aus'iria- --i33.9----[Pa-rty quotas zipper style~ GreenS: !Proportiona,-' .
:50%; Austrian Peoples - 33.3%; ,(Closed lists)

i jSocial Democratic Party-40% .
. . '11--'''IGer;;:iany--'; 3i"z-·---CParty quotas zipper stY'le: 40'-:§O%;Mi;E;(jPropOrtlo'nal Repres
'. iquotas adopted by parties. ·(Closed Lists)
,i'2' ._. "0rgeiitiii;J"'-- jO:i"--':'Legal--quoiasZlpper"stY1e.' Parties Proportional

Ireserved 30% of positions on partyi(Closed lists)
, !lists.

;13"'lI~8iarld-----'30T~' IPartyquotas-zlpperstyle:40';"';';omen ,'Proportional Repres (Closed·
. ion party lists. .lists) .

•14----;Moza·mbiqu-e' 'f3o~o - -~-1Partyquotas-zipper';lyle-30O/,;women iProportional Repres (Closed '
: Ion party lists. ilists)

11"S---SOuthAffica--!2'9:a-'-iPartyquotas zipper-sty;e.-30% :Prci'p-;rtiOnaIRepres (Closed.
'women on party lists .lists)

Source: Extracted from Inter- Parliamentary Union 1997 and Women's Environment :and
DevelopmentOrganisation Fact Sheet 2004.
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VIII. FACILITATING GREATER PARTICIPATION OFWOMEN
IN POLITICS IN FIJI'

All except three persons of those who participated in this survey, either' as
interviewees, as discussants or respondents to the questionnaire agree that political
participation of women in Fiji ought to be encouraged if not accelerated, It need not
be repeated that successive governments have also made commitments to that
effect

VII1.1 WHY?

The benefits of increasing women's participation in political leadership in particular
are manyfold, Those who participated in this survey identified the following:

• Girls have performed better than boys in Form 6 in the last 25 years - fair
and just for women to participate equally with men. '

• They make up 50% of population.
• Women are more caring and good managers of resources, and natural

leaders, honest, better planners, reliable, responsible, have wider vision,
work hard, more cautious. ,

• Women manage conflict better and are good in times of instability, more
rational, less aggressive - men.look for revenge, commit coups. ,

• Women tend to address basic issues of g'rassroots anddisadvantaqed,
which are usually women's issues; they do not promote racism, vehicles
of love and tolerance, believe in equality for all, and have a lot to offer.

• When men and women work toqetherbetter quality decisions are made
-andmore is achieved ' . -

• Women need to .be challenged to bring out natural attitudes of
compassion, patience etc. and not succumb to men's values

• Women -are more interested, in issues-oriented' and not personality
oriented election campaigns.

• Women have to device their own politics; they will not succeed in men's
politics.

The comments summarised above indicate a perception that women will bring about
a change for the better if elected in larger numbers into parliament As long as
women are a minority, they will find it difficult not to tow the line of the male majority

. and support male dominated priority decisions. Women throughout the world are
increasingly questioning the results of those decisions on the general development

_of their countries when despite promising government commitments and well
meaning international conventions, violence and poverty continue to increase.

Women of the Asia Pacific region, at a Congress held in 1994 in Manilla, organised
by the Centre for Asia -Pacific Women in Politics (CAPWIP), committed themselves
to-working for a vision of transformed and transformational politics', That vision is
presented in Box 3 below.

,
,
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BOX 3

_The Vision of Transformed and Transformational Politics of the Asia Pacific
Women Articulated Through CAPWIP 1994

Transformed because.....

It uses power to create change, to develop people and to build communities;
It is non-hierarchical and is participatory in its structures and processes
It accords priority to the disadvantaged sectors such as rural, grassroots and
indigenous women; I

r
i

And Transformational beceuse ....

It is issue based, development oriented and gender responsive;
It seeks economic, social and political equity between genders and among
sectors;
It builds a society that is just and humane, and a way of life that is sustainable.

Women in Fiji, through the WIP programme of the NCW share the vision articulated
above. Their struggle. to increase women's political participation in Fiji is also a
struggl~;Jowards achievement of that vision. .

.. ;.,.:::.~~:;::_.

VII1.2 WHAT? .

To create a more facilitating environment for political particfpation of women in Fiji, it
will be necessary to address the major constraining factors. These as has already
been noted, include endemic factors such as cultural values. traditional attitudes;
and social roles, which are more difficult to change but need to be addressed. Others
such as the electoral system and political structures may be addressed relatively
rnoreeasily. This report focuses on the latter.

Fiji's AV electoral system is a plurality - majority system.
The AV system now in use.in Fiji is modified from that recommended by the Reeves
Commission which argued that in Fiji's deeply divided society, the AV system would
have two advantages: ..

1. The AV would encourage the formation' of a multiethnic government and
multi-ethnic cooperation. .

2. It would promote political moderation, as parties of the same ideology
would tend to exchange preferences in order to strengthen the possibility
of their forming the government after an election.

The Reeves Commission however recommended only 25 communal seats to 46
common rol/ seats rather than the 46: 25 communal: common rol/ seats that Fiji now
has. Further, in order to promote racial cooperation, those who redesigned the
Reeves recommended electoral system then legislated for a multi-party government
in the Fiji constitution. What has occurred in the last two elections under th~
system has not been what the designers had purported to achieve.



An analysis by J Dakuvula of the Citizens Constitutional Forum (CCF) of the election
results under the AV system showed grossly unfair and unfortunate outcomes of the
two elections that have been conducted in Fiji since its introduction. For example
during the 1999 elections, the SVT party received more than double the number of
first preference votes to the FLP'- but during the 2nd and 3rd preference counts the
other parties' strategy was to isolate the SVT and vote transfers were not based on
"issues/policies. SVT gained 10 seats while the FLP gained 52 seats. During the
2001 elections, the SOL party received about 160,000.votes and gained 32 seats
while the FLP, which got more votes at 218,000, gained only 28 seats. The NFP and
the SVT gained no seats at all. However, the SVT got 20,000 votes more that the
NFUP, which received only 17,000 votes. Yet the latter gained 2 seats. These
discrepancies were compounded by the extremely high rates-of invalid votes. These
were 8.9% in 1999 and increased to 11.9% in 2001. Experts on electoral systems

" claim that even a 2% or 1% change in votes will change a government. A 3% or
more rate of invalid votes in an election indicates there is sOlnething wrong with the
electoral system. With the extremely high rate of 9% and 12% in Fiji, one must
question the suitability of the electoral system. .

While experts promote the AV system as facilitating negotiable coalition between
parties of deeply divided societies they recognise a number of disadvantages that
have become obvious in Fiji's experience. ".

• 'It requires a reasonable degree of literacy" and nurneracy to be usedt . .
effectively.

• Because it operates in" single-member districts it produces results that are
disproportional when compared to PR systems. -

• " It is doubtful if AV would promote accomrncdatory behaviour in deeply divided
societies where. ethnic groups are concentrated in particular geographic'"
regions.

• It has .been found that AV does not work well when applied to larger, multi
member districts.

All except two of those interviewed in this survey, had voted and been involved in
elections under both the older system of first past the post (FPTP) and the more
recent system of alternative voting (AV). Their views on the two systems were
canvassed. They were also asked to comment on the Electoral Act and identify how
it may be strengthened in order to facilitate the political participation of women. Their
responses on the advantages and disadvantages of the two systems and possible
strengthening of the Electoral Act are summarised in Table 6.
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TABLE 6:
PEOPLE'S ASSESSMENT OF FIJI'S TWO ELECTORAL SYSTEMS

Post Alternative Voting System . The Electoral Act

Complex and confusing Communal voting not i
and difficuit to explain to conducive to encouraging I
electorate. women's participation. '
Less democratic as Very broad '- only talks of
parties and not voters equal participation along
choose preference racial lines. Act not binding
candidates. on political parties to have
Above and below the line gender equality.'
voting' is too confusing No special .. provision for
and led to large numbers women.
of invalid votes. . . No, arrangements to
AV system needs more encourage voters - such as
voter education Which travel assistance,
women are too busy to shortening, queues and
'attend. providing sufficient polling I
Encourages politicisation stations. I
of election choices" as I
parties make preference ,II

choices.
The AV system
discourages small
parties, women and small
aroups. .

I
'Neutral on gender and I
opens participation to all I
above voting age.

I

I

Need to legislate for I
women's' proportional I

representation in parties'
lists of candidates as men
dominate the parties and
make the choices. I

I'

I
I

functionalHave
constituency
representation as in Hong
Konu,

Change to a PR system in
the constitution.'
Encourage parties to give
blue ribbon seats to
women and even youth.
Do away with or at least
reduce communal voting.
Have only national
(common roll) seats to
encourage multi-racialism
.and therefore women '

to ·Women may get in on 2'"
to or 3'" preference counts.

Winning candidates more
confident' of mandate
since they have to gain
50% +1 or more votes.
More . choice through
preferences.'
More voter turnout with
compulsorv votinq. I

First Past The
System

Women had less chance

Simple and easy
understand and
explain to electorate
More democratic as
voters choose candidates
Elections clear cut only
one candidate to choose
-either you made· it or
not.

Responses

Positive
features

Suggested
changes

I
I
I
I

I

Negative

'1 features



VIII.3 HOW?

Fiji could learn frorn the experience of women in other parts of the world where they
have campaigned successfully for reforms to facilitate women's political participation.
Further, NGOs in Fiji had put tggether a National NGO Plan of Action on Women in
Shared Decision-Making (WISDM) in November 2004. That Plan covered a wide
range of areas and institutions for action. A few of those strategies that focus more
on the subject of this report are discussed here.

i) STARTING LOCAL

•

WISDM Plan Objective 4: To. increase the number of women/young
elected or appointed to national and local levels of decision-making..

women, I

I

A good starting point for building women's confidence and experience in leadership
in Fiji is the . local governing bodies such as' provincial councils and municipal
authorities. With the provincial councils, the Lau province has already set the
example. Other provinces should be persuaded to 'do the ·same. It is suggested that
the directive should be that. each district should send both a woman and a man as
well as a youth representative to provincial council meetings. This is similar to the
strategy that has resulted in almost 50% w.omen representation in Rwanda.

At municipal' authorities-level, the rate of-representation-of .wornerr earn-and.should
be increased substantially as many decisions made at this level affect the lives of
women and their families daily and more directly than at national level. Local
governments also provide good training ground for women pcliticians who may then
have enough confidence to offer their candidature for national elections. Further.
women's participation at this level may gain them respect from male party members
and thus assist their promotion to higher levels of decision-making within their
respective political parties. Women .in Fiji had recognised the importance of
participating in local governments as evidenced by the enthusiasm with which many
of them supported women candidates during the 1996 municipal elections already
quoted earlier in this report. Unfortunately without continuing encouragement
women's involvement has again declined. They need' continuing support and
encouragement as the political environment in both local as "Yell as national bodies
remains unfriendly to women members. The experience of the woman councillor in
BOX 2 is illustrative. .

It is suggested that the Local Government Act should be reviewed with the intention
of reforming it to encourage increased participation of women in municipal councils.
Such a reform could also take account of youth and minority groups such as Pacific
Island communities in Fiji's cities and towns. It will require the reform of the local
government electoral system itself. Local government elections are already based on
a common roll, which IS simpler than the two-roll national election system.
Experience in other parts of the world already discussed in this report indicates that
a PR system is best for encouraging political participation of women and minorities. It
is also correlated with high voter interest as measured by voter turnout. Research on
local government elections in UK for example show that a switch to PR system in
local government elections increased voter turnout by about 7% (9).
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BOX4

Suva Young Muslim Women's Organization (SYMWO\

, • •

Following experience elsewhere it is suggested that the Local Government Act
should be reviewed with the intention of adopting a Proportional Representation (PR)
System for local elections and of encouraging political parties and ratepayers
associations to put up 30% to 50% women candidates for.such elections.

Another local opportunity for leadership training for women is" in civil society
organisations (CSO). Apart from women only organisations other CSOs . offer
opportunities that should be used by women and particularly to train younger women
for .leadership. A good example of a group of women trying to do just this is the
Young Muslim Women's League that with the encouragement of the older women
are taking up positions in various committees of the male dominated Fiji Muslim
League. This is related in Box 4.

I
. I

SYMWO is the youth wing of the Fiji Muslim Women's League. The Fiji Muslim I
" Women's League is affiliated to the Fiji Muslim League. SYMWO, which meets

once in a" fortnight, is made. up of young Muslim women who are trying to
revive the youth wing of the Musl.im Women's League. " .

The groui?kfunctions to provide a forum for younq Muslim women to "learn from each I
other andsabol.!Uslam, The group works as a support mechanism for the women,

. they meet. and can discuss contemporary issues that maybe dealing with. It pools
"_ together the knowledge and skills that is available amongst Muslim women in Fiji,
.: organizing professional women to share theirpersonal and professional experiences
" " " with the_9i9!lJLIbis..alsnhelps.the.young-wsmen form network groups that they can .
--_._- -- utilize if they needed help and support professionally or personally." .' I

The group is also being revived to attract young professional Muslim women, who 1
were not so active in the Muslim organizations. One of.the difficulties the women
faced is that they did not have qualified women that could or wanted to be in "the I
organization. In the experience of the Muslim" Women's League, young educated
MUSli~ women keptaway from the organizations activities."" """ I

'1 This new strategy aims to strengthen the group by attracting educated Muslim ,.
Iwomen who can participate in the wider functions of the Fiji Muslim League activities. I

The strengthening of the wing will provide the Fiji Muslim Womt;ln's League with a "
group of qualified women who they can recommend to be Board members for the I
various FML boards for e.g. the Education Board or the Social Welfare Board. The I
presence of qualified women on FML boards wili contribute to having gender equality
and women's participation in decision-making of the FML. "

ii) PROMOTION OF NATIONAL ELECTORAL REFORM

The WISDM Plan's strategy for this is the "Enactment of appropriate legislation I
securing 50% women representation in parliament and on public & statutory I

boards and committees.'" J .

--".- '

.'.0",' •
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At- least two political party representative interviewed did not agree with
legislating for quotas in parliament. One argued that it is discriminatory
against men. The other cautioned that setting quotas specifically for women in
parliamentary seats may result in such women members not being accorded
equal respect to those who won seats through elections.:

The data in Table 5 shows that in terms of women's political representation - of the.
15 top countries in the world, 10 have quotas voluntarily set by political parties rather
than legislated for. Only 4 of the countries have legislated for quotas for women. It
would seem more acceptable to governments and therefore quicker to implement, to
persuade political parties to set quotas voluntarily rather than legislate for it. Recent
experience in the UK supports this to some extent. As a result of the 1997 general
elections in the UK the percentage of women members rose-from 9% to over 18%.
This was because of the Labour Party's policy of adopting all women shortlists. That
policy was challenged and declared unlawful under the Sex Discrimination Act.
Subsequently in 2002 a special act was introduced that legislated positive measures
to promote women's participation in politics in the UK, That act includes legislations
on training, mentoring, and techniques such as twining and zipping as well as .

.quotas. The act has a sunset clause so that the provisions will expire in 2015 but
with possibility for extended., . .

In light of these experiences it may be expeditious to work
with political parties and have them set quotas for women
can,didates for the 2006 elections. In fact one or two of
them may be ready to do so now.

iii) ELECTORAL ACT
.• Given the convincing evidence from the rest of the world that Plurality-Majority

(PM) systems such as the AV system used in Fiji donot encourage women's
and minoritiesparticlpation:

• . Given the unfortunate experience of Fiji from both elections under the AV
system that it- can be very confusing and can result in inordinately high
percentage of invalid votes

• Given the relatively lower rate of literacy and political awareness of Fiji's
population compared to others such as Australia that uses the AV system;

• Given the overwhelming evidence from other countries that the Proportional
Representation is a much more democratic system that allows women and
minorities to be more fairly represented;

It is irresponsible not to review the electoral system including particularly the
Electoral Act. That review should include an examination of the following:

The possibility of introducing a Proportional Representation system into Fiji as
soon as possible;
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The means of increasing women's participation in elections· through
affirmative action, which may include encouraging party quotas of women
candidates:

A strengthening of the act to take care of corruption through party financing
and special. provision for partial financing of women candidates if not all
candidates;

The provision of rural polling stations that are not prohibitive to women's
participation as voters;

The provision of all instructions to do with elections In local vernacular
languages as well as in English;
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IX CONCLUSION

In conclusion this study has found very high support for the iricreased participation of
women in politics. WOmen are commonly perceived to have special qualities that
would benefit the nation as a whole if they were to participate in greater numbers in
political leadership. These were identified to include compassion, caring, empathy,
conflict resolution, hard work, good management, protectiveness, good.planning and
wide vision for example. Increasing evidence from other parts of the world show that
women do not condone corruption, they tend to be honest as politicians, and pay
greater attention to issues of social development and to poverty and equity.

Despite acknowledgement of women's good leadership qualities, men still heavily
dominate most important political organisations such as political parties, the Trade
Unions, the local municipal councils and the national parliament. This is no doubt
the result of underlying and deeply entrenched attitudes of male superiority and the
belief therefore that leadership roles are for males. These wili be difficult to address
as they are based on traditional and cultural values re-enforced by religious
teachings. Gender sensitisation of both men and women in key positions and ~

organisations will be imperative. .

There. is overwhelming frustration with the current electoral system as being
unfriendly to women as voters particularly in rural areas where education levels are
lower. While· it has resulted in increased women voters because of compulsory
voting, the increase in candidates. may be due to other factors such as the impact of
the NCW'sWIP project.

Examination of electoral systems throughout the world show that the Proportional
Representation (PR) electoral system favours women's participation most but when
accompanied by special affirmative measures such as setting of special quotas for
women. Most 'of those. surveyed in this study agree that not only must the electoral
system be reviewed but that some affirmative measures should also be taken as
important features of a more facilitating environment for women's political
participation in Fiji.

As long as women remain a minority in leadership positions they will find it difficult to
make major changes that reflect the different priorities of the majority of women and

. Fiji asa nation will miss out. To get a fairer representation of women in political
leadership will contribute to better quality decisions. It will in the long run, have the
potential to transform politics and consequently transform for the better our society
as a whole.
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APPENDIX 1

DEVELOPING A MORE FACILITATING ENVIRONMENT FOR FIJI WOMEN'S
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION.

Terms of Reference

DEVELOPING A MORE FACILITATING ENVIRONMENT FOR PACIFic WOMEN'S POLITICAL
PARTICIPATION.

INTRODUCTION:

The debate on gender equality and empowerment is an issue.that has attracted a lot
of attention globally over the last five decades and have gathered its momentum and
importance at the closing of the last century as' reflected in the Millennium
Declaration. The issue of .gender inequality is reflective of political and socio
economic structures that favour men in society hence consequently paving the way
for.grave injustice towards women at all level of governance. ;. ,

Women as often seen in the eyes of conservative advocates are the underdogs of
society. They are often taken for granted, to be seen, exploited and marginalised but
not to be heard. This is at worst a. grave. injustice and outright violation of wbmen's
fundamental right. .Further to that, the global international political, and economic
structure is characterised by an imbalance, male dominated political structures that
give rise to unequal socio-economic opportunities. These in turn block off women
from more meaningful political participation.'

UNIFEM's current Women In Politics Programme was established to build upon
previous initiatives of UNIFEM in this area, which needs to be revived given that the
current state of affairs has not improved greatly.

In this regard it is imperatiVe that a review be undertaken ofgovernmental and non
governmental organizations, as well as the private sector and individuals,' efforts
commitments towards achieving equality development and peace. It is equally
important to visualise the transformation of institutions that block the participation of
women towards structures that -are more inclusive and democratic. It begs the
question of where to locate the gaps or obstacles that impedes the groWth of
women's participation in decision-making at all level of governance.

I Why ,Voll1en'! What Pulitics; Ccurrc for Asia Pacific women In Politics 1995. pg.1
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The review will need to look into the electoral decree, legislations and the
Constitution and its provisions on gender equality in terms of participation in the
decision-making process,

BACKGROUND

Since the Beijing Conference in 1995, it has become evident that the commitment of
, governments for progressing the advancement' of women has been rather slow,

Gender mainstreaming as a strategy adopted in Beijing to implement the Beijing
Platform for Action has to a large extent has' not been institutionalised in
governments in the region for the last decade. Consequently, this impacts on the
level of women's participation in the 'decision-making process at all levels of
governance.

In Fiji, women's participation at all level of governance particularly in the echelons of
power is very low. Recent statistics revealed the following figures which is indicative
of the low participation of women; the lower house of representative is 7%, upper
house 13%, civil service upper salary level 13% and statutory, commission and

, ,

advisory committee 19%. Whilst Fiji government's strategic plan for 2002-2005 aims
to increase women's participation by 50% before 2005 the figures reflected above
indicate otherwise.

.j~:-
STATISl'lCAL PROFILE FOR FIJI-WOMEN'S PARTiCIPATION AT ALL LEVEL OF GOVERNANCE AS AT
MARCH ,2004.

M,,r':J{eii$*o~,'~al'"<''''. .I;.P.;:p~"""J.~~
',''''''',' ....~N......-."•.. ,._..
eQlsJQ.!Y;J;t:@~!. _....'-0

Total Members of Parliament"

Total Members of Senate 27

Total members of the Municipal 108
Councils

Members of the rural Advisory 468
Council, Cultural, Arts, Building
and civil engineering, coconut,
a riculture, etc.
Total members· of the 70
Commission of various
government Ministries and
institutions
Total members of the Tribunal 41
Total members of the Advisory 17
Committees of government
Ministries
Totals members of the Boards"of 582

overnment statutory bodies
Board . of governors for 440
governmimt hospitals and
schools and institutions.
Members of the rural local 247
authority
Total numbers of the CEOs in the 20
Civil Service.
Members of the Committee on 331
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district development and Sugar
Mills and Prisons

* Source: (Bureau of statistics Statutory Bodies Gender and Race Analysis Fiji 2004.)

The municipal council and political party policies do not reflect specific allocation for
women neither do they give preference to women's capability and ability to hold
positions of leadership within the party itself. Most of the menial jobs are carried out
by women within the party"structure. Whilst some parties have recognised women's
capability and have accorded due recognition for their contribution to the party,
overall women remain under-represented at all levels of decision-making and
positions of political power.

It is on this premise that the WIP Programme will assist with a research to assess
which electoral system would give women candidates in Fiji a greater chance of
winning elections. Based on this assessment, assist a broad based lobbying strategy
by organized women and their allies for the recommended electoral reform.

Overall women are under represented in all level of decision making and the vigour
with which it progresses is almost nil. The level of decision-making, which has the
highest participation of women, is the Advisory committee level, which only advises
government, but does not make decisions. .
On examining the composition of the parliament and further dividing the women on
party line it is clear that women are not allocated specific seats within the party. Of
the five women represented in parliament: 'i'

• Three women are from the Soqosoqo Duavata Ni Lewanivanua Party
• One Independent candidate
• One New Labour Party candidate.

This case in point is also similar to other political parties; which trickled allthe way
down to the civil service.

Whilst the 1997 Constitution provides for the recognition of gender equality, there is .
absence of specific requirement on party policies with gender perspective. The
Ministry of Women's Plan of Action 1999 2008, merely focussed on shared decision
making 'in the statutory bodies, provincial and district councils and the civil service
there is nothing geared towards the political party's gender policies. The purpose of
this paper however is to' explore various approach that would be the best way
forward to increase women's participation at all levels of decision-making.

Project Objectives

• TO assist the development of a more facilitating environment for Fiji women's
political participation. .

• To assess which electoral system would give women candidates a greater
chance of winning elections in Fiji.

• To assist a broad based lobbying strategy by organized women and their
allies for the recommended electoral reform.
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• To distribute as widely as possible throughout the region the output of the
research in order to encourage other Pacific island countries to conduct
similar research.

The consultant should work closely with NCWF and stakeholders to ensure that the
outcome of the assessment and study is the true representative view of the Fiji
women and men. The Consultant is required to:

a. Assessment of Fiji's Electoral system through consultation:
• Hold wide consultations with multi stakeholders on their views of the electoral

system since Fiji's Independence in relations to gender equality.
• Identify the current state of the electoral act in relation to gender and decision

making
• What are the gaps and loopholes within the current electoral system in

addressing gender and decision-making?

b. Consultation with Political Parties:

• Discuss with the different political parties its manifesto, with regards to women
and decision-making with the church council the stand of the church with
regards to women' participation in decision-making, identify the gaps within
1.1]6..,,"" electoral decree and regulations, and design a methodology of
:approaching the issue.

..iJase .closely. with the NCWF and Ministry of Women, Fiji Law Reform,
Parliament and the Elections office and obtain their views and consult with
them on the possibility of contributing to the one day workshop that will
discussed the outcome of the consultations.

c. One Day Workshop to deliberate on the electoral system:
~ Prepare a discussion paper based on the outcome of the informal consultation

and organize the one-day workshop to deliberate on the paper.
• Liaise closely with UNIFEM on the logistics of theone-day workshop and

submit a budget for the one day meeting, venue and date.
• Develop a strategy plan on how to lobby government to review the electoral

system that would give Fiji women .candidates a greater chance of winning
elections.

• Continuously update UNIFEM on the progress of the plan and firm on the date
of the workshop two weeks before the one -day workshop to secure the
venue.

• Hold a one- day workshop for stakeholders to discuss the issues raised during
the consultation and together with stakeholders fine" tune the strategy plan to
lobby government on specific provisions for the electoral system.

• Submit the report of the workshop to UNIFEM for its comment.

OUTPUTS

The Consultant will be required to produce and submit to UNIFEM a Draft Report on
his/her findings and assessment by 10th December 2004. UNIFEM will provide
comments to the Consultant within a week's time on receipt of Draft Report. The
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Consultant will then incorporate ·UNIFEM's comments and finalize the Report and
submit to UNIFEM a week after receipt of comments from UNIFEM. Organise the
workshop where the report is presented. Produce a final report incorporatinq '
the workshop input by 24 February At the latest.

.,

i
,

. t
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APPENDIX2

FOR· INVESTIGATION I!~TO A FACILITATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR GREATER PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN POLITICS

Date: .:.- _

Organisation _

Position: ~__

Name: _

Electoral Group: _

How long in this position'! _

Question 1.
a) Does your organisation have a policy that addresses gender equality in decision

making?
)fes No

b) If Yes - what are its relevant features'?

"." .

c) "rr No - What arc
decision-making

the organisation's views on the participation of women in
within the organisation'!

Question 2
a) What is the gender ratio in decision-making positions in the organisation'! .

b) Wh'lt are the constraints to achieving better gender ratios in decision-making
positions within your organisation'!

Question 3
a) Does your organisation support or discourage women's participation in politics

and in public positions of decision-making'!

h) How does it do this?
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Question 4.
a) Do you, yourself, support the greater participation of women in politics in Fiji'!

Yes No

t
'.' '"

~

•

b) Please give the main reusons for

.;.

your answer

Question 5.
a) .Did you vote during the last elections?

Yes No

b) Why?

.~

c) Did you vote in the elections before the voting system was changed and voting
. made compulsory? .

Ycs No

d) Why'!

Question 6.
Which of the two electoral systems do you think favours greater participation of womcn
a) As voters?

II [i) Your main reasons'!
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: ? ..

b) As candidates'?

b.i) Your main reasons'?

Question 7.
a) Do' you' know of any electoral systems designed to encourage greater

participation of women'?
Yes No

b) If Yes What are the main features of the design'!

c) W~ht country/ies?

Question 8.
In what ways can political participation of women in Fiji be increased?

Question 9.
What are the major constraints to greater participation of women in politics in Fiji?

a) As independent voters'?

b) As members of political parties?
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c) As candidates for political parties'!

Question 10
a) Do you think that the current Electoral

political participation of women in Fiji'!
Act encourages or discourages the

1

11.....~

b) What are the main ways in which it does this'?

Question 11
a) Can theelectoral Act be improved to increase womcn's political participation'!

Yes· . No

b) What are the Act's weaknesses: in addressing gender equality in politics and in
decision-making'!

c) How.can these be strengthened'!

Question 12.
a) Will you be willing to attend or send a representative of your organisation to a

workshop to discuss the findings of this survey'!
Yes No
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b) If so, would February 2005 be suitable for you'?
Yes No

Question 13
Any other comments?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT

Interviewer's Name: _
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APPENDIX 3

FOR INVESTIGATION INTO A FACILITATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR GREATER PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN POLITICS - Focus
Group Discussion

Date' _

Organisation _

Name of Group: _

Electoral Group: _

Question 1. What are your views on the participation of wo~en in decision-making
within the nation'?

Question 2 Do you support or not greater women's participation in politics and in
public positions of decision-making?

c) How would you show your views?

Question 3
e) Did you voteduring the last elections'?

Yes No

t) Why?

c) Did you vote in the elections before the voting system was changed and voting made
compulsory? '

Yes No

d) Why?

Question 4.
Which of the two electoral systems do you think favours greater participation of women
c) As voters?

a (i) Your main reasons?

d) As candidates?
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)J.i) Your main reasons?

Question 5.
In what ways can political participation of women in Fiji be increased'?

Question 6.
What are-the major constraints to greater participation of women ill politics in Fiji'!. .

d) As independent voters'?

e) As members of political parties?

f) As· candidates for politicai parties?

Question 7
Any other comments?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT

Interviewer's Name: _
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APPENDIX 4

REPRESENTATIVES OF KEY ORGANISATIONS INTERVIEWED OR
RESPONDED TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

PERSON Position Organisation

Aisake Casimira(Mr) Director ECREA
Akanisi Taito (Ms) Administrator Methodist Women's

fellowship
Akuila Yabaki(Mr) Director CCF
Amelia Rokotuivuna(Ms) President YWCA, Fiji
Arun Prasad(Mr) Industrial ReI. Officer Fiji Teachers Union
Asela Naisara(Ms) National Sec. Catholic Women's

League
Atelina Dakua(Ms) Director DORCAS! SDA
Azam Azam Khan (Mr) Town Clerk Sigatoka
Azmat Khan (Mr) Town Cleark Nasinu Town Council
Sasundra Kumar (Ms) Asistant Gen. Sec. Fiji Teachers Union
Elenoa Gonelevu(Ms) Interim Secretary' Soqosoqo

Vakamarama
Ema Druavesi (Ms) Gen Secretary SVT Political Party
Govind Singh ( Mr) Vice President COPE
Jale Saba(Mr) Gen Sec (?) SOL Political Party
joe Sereki (Mr) . Interim President Youth Assembly Fiji
Kamal Iyer (Mr) Ass. Gen Sec Nat. Fed. Party
Kiti Makasiale (Ms) Director Dept:of Women
Kuini Lutua (Ms) Gen Sec Fiji Nurses Assoc
Lavenia Padarath President Labour Women's

Wing
Litia Tukana (Ad i) Chief Commissioner Girl Guides

Association
Makelesi Tavaiqia (Ms) \(eiseisei Womens'

Group
Mei Kainona Gauna ( Adi) Trustee Cakaudrove Women's

Assoc.
Meli Vesikula ( Ratu) President New Labour Unity

Party
Mere Tuikoro (Ms) President PPSEAWA
Miliakere (Ms) Member Sai Kei Viti Party.
Mick Beddoes (Mr) President United Peoples Party
Hassan M. Khan (Mr) Exec. Director FCOSS
Nisha Suksh (Ms) Gen Sec. Fiji Muslim Women's

League
Padrna Deo (Ms) Vice President Women Networking

(Labasa)
Parul Deoki (Ms) President Sri Sewa Sabha
Shaista Shameem (Ms) Director Human Rights
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Raijieli Naruma (Ms)

Rajeshwa Singh (Mr)

Remesio Rogovakalali (Mr)

Ruci Karuru ( Ms)
Rusila Racule (Ms)
R. Singh ( Mr)

Satendra Singh (Mr)
Semiti Koroi ( Mr)
Tabua Salato ( Ms)

Tevita Vugakoto

V K Sharma (Mr) President

Virisial Suadromo (Ms)

President

Gen Sec.

Ind. ReI. Off.

Treasurer
President
Actg Nat. Sec

Town Clerk
Manager Admin & Op.
Co-ordinator

Actg Gen. Secretary!
Treasurer
Sa District Council
of Social Services
Exec Director

Commission
Fiji Public
Servants Assoc.
Fiji Public Servants
Assoc.
Fijian Teachers
Assoc.
SOL Political Party
FTA Women's Wing
Fiji Trade Union
Congress
Nausori Town Council
Suva City Council
Nat. Council of
Women, Fiji
Fiji Council of
Churches

Fiji Women's Rights
Movement
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